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The Great Man (in the Ring) Approach to History
up through the late-nineteenth century adoption of the
Marquis of Queensbury Rules, when timed rounds and
In the beginning, there were only bare knuckles. Bob mandatory glove-wearing signaled pugilism’s more disMee’s most recent book, Bare Fists, is an ode to this glove- ciplined status. Mee also tacks on two chapters that highless era, a eulogy to a time when bare-fisted pugilism light the continued existence of bare-knuckle boxing debreathed competitive meaning into the lives of men who spite legislation forcing the sport underground. Here he
inhabited a world in which violence was a part of daily
points to the resurgence of “fight clubs,” now faddish
existence.
among post-industrial males, as well as the continued
Focusing almost exclusively on the mighty champi- popularity of bare-fist brawling among communities of
ons who dominated the sport, Mee charts bare-knuckle gypsies and Irish “travellers.” For men in both groups,
prizefighting’s transformation from its beginnings, as an bare-knuckle fighting has served as a means to demonamusement once lumped with other sanguinary pastimes strate individual ferocity in a setting that simultaneously
such as cockfighting and public hangings, to a celebrated confers communal identity.
and even somewhat fashionable modern spectacle. StartThe strength of Bare Fists lies in the vivid recreation
ing with modern boxing’s genesis in the early 1700s at a
of the fights themselves. Mee’s evocative prose opens a
London establishment named “the Adam and Eve,” Mee’s window into the cruel and colorful England of Swift and
investigation pushes forward nearly two centuries and Dickens, where stories of swollen eyes, broken limbs, and
chronicles the rise and fall of industrial America’s first knocked out teeth share time with tales of prodigious
national sporting hero, the incomparable John L. Sulli- drinking, fallen women, and early funerals. Mee, who
van, whose 1889 victory over Jake Kilrain in seventy-five
has covered boxing for over two decades for the British
rounds of Mississippi heat turned out to be the last of the
Daily Telegraph and Boxing News, is a wonderfully degreat bare-knuckle contests.
scriptive writer, and possesses a literary style quite worThe Great Man (in the Ring) Approach to History

thy of the bombastic standards set by sportswriters centuries ago. Here is how Mee begins his chapter on John
L. Sullivan, prizefighting’s last bare-knuckle champion:
“And so on to the edge of the gloveless Dark Ages came
John L., the unbeatable son of a mother who wanted a
priest for a son, and who got only, gloriously, John L., a
bully, an idol, a big-mouthed drunk, a braggart who believed his own boast that he could lick any son-of-a-bitch

All of the great champions are here, and their heroic
accomplishments are relayed through a bout-by-bout
history of the controversial sport. Paralleling these stories is the tale of pugilism’s institutional evolution. Beginning in the early days when the only rule was that
there were no rules, Mee recounts the adoption of first
the Broughton and next the London Prize Ring Rules
(the latter of which prohibited the use of spiked boots!),
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in the house, and who, in the ten long years of his sublime
and ridiculous prime, probably could” (p. 180).

rum for the articulation of class and ethnic identities, and
less attention still to the linkages between prizefighting
and changing standards of masculinity on both sides of
It’s all great stuff, but entertaining writing and fasci- the Atlantic. Equally frustrating, Mee constructs a strict
nating tales aside, what gets lost among all these stories and ultimately unhelpful dichotomy between prizefight
of great fighters is any semblance of a contextual and log- enthusiasts and an amorphous group he terms “moralical narrative. Decades run together indistinguishably,
ists,” virtually ignoring the multiple forces and shifting
and one is never quite sure if bare-knuckle prizefighting
beliefs that engendered both fascination and repulsion of
is wildly popular or on the verge of prohibition. Dis- the bloody sport.
cussing the status of pugilism in late-eighteenth century
England, Mee explains on page twenty-six that “its apOf course, some might think it unfair to criticize Mee
peal was spreading.” On page twenty-seven we learn that for failing to provide a level of analysis he perhaps conboxing is suddenly on “the brink of extinction.” One page siders unnecessary or out of the purview of his inveslater, however, the tide has turned, and the sport is de- tigation. So instead, let us hold him to his own proscribed as “a social necessity.” The fact that the book has fessed standards. The very first sentence of Bare Fists prono footnotes (an annoyance, not a sin) makes it difficult vides the following admonition about retelling the past:
for the reader to cut through the confusion.
“We can never know the absolute truth about history.
All we can do is recount or investigate what is known
As a collection of biographies and anecdotes strung and interpret it to the best of our limited abilities”(p. 1).
together, Bare Fists occasionally comes across as a mere This is fair enough, but unfortunately Mee rarely exhibits
laundry list of fighters and their fistic deeds. For examthese interpretive abilities. Certainly he recounts “what
ple, Chapter Twelve (“Looking for America”) is a rapidis known” in both vivid detail and engaging prose. For
fire retelling of pugilism in the American post-bellum era, hardcore prizefight enthusiasts who want to know who
and reads like an encyclopedic “tale of the tape” where fought whom, in which round the contest was finished,
names, dates, and places cram the pages alongside a myr- and how much blood each combatant shed, this is the
iad of heights, weights, and records of bouts won and book for you! However, for those wanting to know how
lost. These details are all fine, but if it is the wider soit was that bare-knuckle prizefighting captured the fancy
cial significance and cultural meaning of bare-knuckle
of such a large population of men, why many claimed
prizefighting that you are looking for, you will not find it the sport as a vital tonic to the ills of industrialization,
here. Mee pays but scant attention to the relationship or what the transition to gloves might reveal about the
between boxing and nationalism, less attention to the modern temper, you will want to turn elsewhere.
ways in which pugilism could be used as a popular foIf there is additional discussion of this review, you may access it through the network, at:
/~arete
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